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Inclusive Leisure: A Strengths-Based Approach With HKPropel Access blends theoretical and
practical information to prepare students to apply the concept of inclusivity to all aspects of the
leisure and recreation field.Inclusive Leisure delivers foundational content to help readers
understand inclusion and applies this knowledge to practical and applied scenarios. Grounded
in a strengths-based approach, which focuses on a person’s abilities rather than their limitations,
the comprehensive text moves beyond programming and service delivery by exploring how
inclusivity can be applied to administrative practices, organizational philosophy, personnel
practices, infrastructure design, community relations, marketing, and more.Throughout the text,
pedagogical aids such as learning outcomes, chapter summaries, and reflection questions help
students retain and apply knowledge. Inclusive Leisure also includes the following features to
enhance student engagement:Professionals in Action sidebars offer a real-world look at the
common issues and inclusive solutions that have been employed by professionals in the
field.Spotlight on Inclusion sidebars highlight leisure programs that are successfully practicing
inclusion in a variety of settings.Global View on Inclusion sidebars illustrate the work of
international organizations that are committed to spreading inclusive practices around the
globe.Online learning tools delivered through HKPropel include sample forms and checklists,
learning activities, website links, and chapter quizzes that are automatically graded to test
comprehension of critical concepts.Part I of Inclusive Leisure outlines fundamental concepts
needed to ground professional practice in inclusion. It defines the strengths-based approach
and examines foundational and theoretical concepts as well as the legislation that mandates
inclusive leisure services. Part II provides in-depth information on inclusive practices that can be
used by leisure service professionals to ensure a positive experience for all individuals with
disabilities. It challenges readers to go beyond inclusive programs and to apply inclusion in all
organizational aspects. Part III offers applied information and examples of inclusion across the
breadth of leisure services, including programming in sports, fitness, aquatics, art, outdoor
adventure, travel and tourism, special events, and more.Inclusive Leisure asserts that disability
is simply part of the human condition, that the strengths and abilities of people with disabilities
must be at the forefront of inclusion, and that access to inclusive leisure is a matter of social
justice and a critical professional practice. By learning theoretical and legal foundations, building
on that knowledge with a multitude of applied elements, and establishing their practice in a
strengths-based approach, students will be well prepared to create inclusive leisure
environments and programming.Note: A code for accessing HKPropel is not included with this
ebook but may be purchased separately.

From Publishers WeeklyBorg follows up two of his previous releases about the Bible and Jesus



with a volume that could easily have played on those titles, because this highly readable book is
essentially about looking at Christianity again for the first time. In that respect, it provides a
valuable glimpse into the essence of Christianity for those who have left the faith because they
no longer believe its doctrines and those who are trying to remain in the faith while questioning
its doctrines. With those people in mind, Borg emphasizes the transformational aspect of
Christianity by examining the "emerging paradigm" that is gradually replacing the belief-centered
paradigm of the last several hundred years. The new paradigm, Borg writes, is about loving God
and loving what God loves, rather than rigidly adhering to a specific set of beliefs. In exploring
this new way of "being Christian," Borg offers a middle ground for conservative and liberal
Christians, though it's unlikely conservatives will conclude, as he does, that Jesus was not really
the Son of God, nor are liberals likely to begin using the term "born again," as he advocates. Still,
there's much here that both sides can agree on, possibly helping to bring them a step closer to
the unity that has eluded them for centuries. As always, Borg writes with clarity and precision,
which should also help the ongoing conversation.Copyright 2003 Reed Business Information,
Inc. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.From BooklistChristianity
appears to be at a crossroads, and religious historian Borg draws a distinction between what he
calls an emerging paradigm and an earlier paradigm. The distinction is important because
Christianity, he says, still makes sense and is the most viable religious option for millions. He
contends the earlier paradigm, based upon a punitive God and believing in Christianity now for
the sake of salvation later, simply doesn't work for many people. It also doesn't take into account
the sacramental nature of religious belief; that is, religion as a vessel wherein the sacred comes
to the faithful. Borg's emerging paradigm is based upon the belief that one must be transformed
in one's own lifetime, that salvation means one is healed and made whole with God. He feels the
new paradigm allows more people to be and become Christians. In his compelling proposal
Borg consistently aligns the emerging paradigm with God, Jesus, the Bible, tradition, and
religious practice, which constitute the heart of Christianity. Donna ChavezCopyright ©
American Library Association. All rights reserved --This text refers to an out of print or
unavailable edition of this title.Review“Marcus Borg brings expert knowledge, insight, and
warmth to this revisiting of Christianity’s heart and soul. He makes absolute sense.”From the
Back CoverNow in paperback, renowned and beloved author Marcus Borg presents a renewed
way of being Christian for the twenty-first century.Borg reveals that, when properly understood,
the vital elements of Christian faith are more compelling than ever. Borg offers a practical guide
to thinking about God, Jesus, the Bible, faith, and Christian practice. He shows how faith in God
and Jesus has never really been about believing certain propositions but rather about a dynamic
relationship. He shows that being “born again” is at the center of Christian life and that the
“kingdom of God” is a matter of transforming society into real world values of justice and love.
And that the Christian life is essentially about opening one’s heart—to God and to others. --This
text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.About the AuthorMarcus J. Borg is
Hundere Distinguished Professor of Religion and Culture at Oregon State University and author



of the bestselling Meeting Jesus Again for the First Time, The Heart of Christianity, Reading the
Bible Again for the First Time, The God We Never Knew, and Jesus.--This text refers to an out of
print or unavailable edition of this title.Read more
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ForewordTim Miller, MS student in therapeutic recreation, SUNY CortlandWhat does inclusion
mean to someone with a disability? Speaking as someone who has lived with a disability for half
a century and enjoyed the benefits of regular recreation, it is everything. Recreation is a chance
to make friends and fight stigma, a chance to forget your disability and have fun. It is a chance to
learn about each other, to discover something new, and to realize that you have something to
offer to the people around you. It is an opportunity to cultivate genuine friendships that could last
a lifetime. Recreation gives you the chance to experience independence and take risks.
Inclusion in recreation may help someone discover a reason to get out of bed each day and
work toward their goals, whatever they may be.Growing up with a big extended family, I had a
host of opportunities for group recreation activities, and my family did their best to include me.



Whether it meant additional swim aids so I could go swimming or a designated kicker in the
kickball game, I was always included. They went as far as purchasing ATVs to bridge the gap for
me and encourage me to spend time with my friends without my family for support. I did not
realize how fortunate I was until I went to a summer camp for kids with disabilities. I met kids at
this camp whose families were less inclusive. This highlights the fact that inclusion is important
everywhere, even at home.Inclusion applies to everyone. We are all different, and at the same
time we are more alike than different. On any given day, anyone might need an accommodation
to participate in a recreation activity. Everyone deserves the opportunity to participate and
discover something they love to do. Inclusion is the first step to making that a reality.Taking a
strengths-based approach to inclusive leisure matters and is one of the things that makes this
book unique. For most of my life, I received medical and recreation services focused on
addressing problems related to my diagnosis. Then I began my journey to become a therapeutic
recreation specialist and was introduced to a strengths-based approach and the idea that what
we focus on increases. In the past, I focused on my problems and now I focus on my strengths.
This drastically changed my view of my own disability, the participants I serve, and the services I
provide.Whether you are new to inclusive leisure or an expert in the area, this book is a great
resource. It takes a ground-up approach to inclusive leisure. The book will give you an
introduction to the strengths approach, foundational principles of inclusion, theoretical and legal
foundations, populations, and models for the inclusion process. It will give you knowledge of
best practices including inclusive communication, physical and administrative inclusion, and
inclusion on a program and service level. The book provides a framework for creating inclusive
leisure experiences, then applies best practices for inclusion in the field in several modalities
and settings. This application of best practices is full of practice wisdom collected over years by
several talented recreation professionals. What you learn from this book can be applied to other
marginalized populations as well.In my inclusive recreation experiences, communication is key,
physical accessibility is necessary, any modification or adaptation has the potential to level the
playing field, representation matters, nature and travel broaden perspective, there is dignity in
risk, and volunteering is a great way to make friends and fight stigma. It is difficult to articulate
the importance of this book. In my heart, I know it is important because inclusion is the linchpin.
It is the first step toward discovery. Fundamentally, recreation is about participation and inclusion
facilitates participation. Inclusion is the right thing to do, and this book will help you get there.

PrefaceInclusive leisure is a human right when considering quality of life, health, and the pursuit
of happiness. The inclusion of people with disabilities in leisure contexts has steadily increased
globally, particularly since laws and regulations supporting their civil rights to leisure have been
adopted and enforced by a variety of countries. Our intent with this book is to take the rights of
people with disabilities to a level where disability is viewed as simply part of the human
condition, that the strengths and abilities of people with disabilities are at the forefront of
inclusion, and that access to inclusive leisure is a matter of social justice and a common



professional practice.We acknowledge that conditions and impairments assigned to people
have historically produced limitations, whether labeled with a disability or not. Like others who
have faced stereotypes and prejudice, people with disabilities are limited primarily by
discrimination and external or societal conditions, not by individual pathology. In this book, we
apply the social model of disability, where disability results from interactions with the physical
and social environment. In other words, the ways in which society reacts to and treats people
with disabilities can, in part, explain their historic lack of inclusion in our communities. We assert
that people with and without disabilities have more in common than differences, particularly in
leisure contexts. Therefore, in this book we advocate using inclusive leisure as a means to
promote quality of life, health, and happiness for people with disabilities; examining physical and
social leisure environments to promote inclusion; and encouraging leisure professionals to use
best practices in inclusive leisure to create common bonds and bring communities
together.First, this book uses a comprehensive approach to go beyond understanding only
service provision methods, challenging users to view and apply inclusive leisure as a critical
professional practice in all organizational aspects. Specifically, the practice of including people
with disabilities in all forms of leisure requires attention to policies, administrative practices,
organizational philosophy, personnel practices (e.g., hiring, professional development),
infrastructure design, community relations, marketing, as well as designing and delivering
services. Second, the application of a strengths-based approach is the theme that is threaded
through each chapter. A strengths-based approach is presented as a critical professional
practice and means that the reader will be challenged to learn about inclusive leisure practices
from a position of the person’s abilities rather than limitations.Part I of the book, Foundations of
Inclusion, outlines fundamental concepts needed to implement inclusion. In chapter 1,
Introduction to Inclusion, you will be introduced to basic definitions of inclusion and related
terms. Chapter 2, Introduction to the Strengths Approach, provides a framework for
understanding and using a strengths-based approach as you implement inclusive leisure
services. Chapter 3, Foundational Principles of Inclusion, overviews ideas that you can use
consistently, as guideposts, on your journey with inclusion. Chapter 4, Theoretical Foundations
of Inclusion, provides a solid scientific base for the provision of inclusion and a deeper
understanding of the necessity and benefits of inclusion. In chapter 5, Legal Foundations of
Inclusion, you will learn the important legislation that mandates inclusive leisure services.
Chapter 6, The People We Serve, describes a framework to understand functional ability in
relation to a social model of disability, and the various common functional variations in the
human condition, where inclusive leisure services are needed for full inclusion in our society.
Finally, in chapter 7, Overview of the Inclusion Process, you will learn about various models and
approaches to providing inclusive services, giving you a road map to implement best practices
in inclusion.Part II of the book, Best Practices in Inclusion, provides in-depth information on
practices used in primary areas of leisure services provision to ensure successful inclusion.
Chapter 8, Inclusive Communication, gives you important information on how to talk about



disability and how to ensure all communication from an agency is inclusive, from websites to
marketing materials. Chapter 9, Best Practices in Physical Inclusion, provides important
information on how to ensure a person with a disability can approach, enter, and use a
recreation environment. Important standards for universal design and accessibility are shared.
Chapter 10, Best Practices in Administrative Inclusion, gives you in-depth information on how to
ensure an agency addresses inclusion at the administrative level, from mission statement to
strategic planning to policies and procedures. Finally, chapter 11, Best Practices in Inclusive
Programs and Services, provides you with techniques and approaches to ensure inclusion in
activities, programs, and services, including how to bridge the gap between a person’s abilities
and the demands of the activity using a variety of best practices.Part III of the book, Application
of Inclusion Best Practices in the Field, provides real-world information and examples of
inclusion across the breadth of leisure services. Chapter 12, Inclusion in Sport, focuses on
including people with disabilities in sport as well as discussion about inclusive versus
specialized or adapted sport. Chapter 13, Inclusive Fitness and Physical Activity, provides
insight into ways to ensure fitness-oriented activities are inclusive of people with disabilities.
Chapter 14, Inclusive Aquatics, focuses on ways in which aquatic environments and activities
can include people with disabilities. Chapter 15, Inclusive Playgrounds, provides real-world
examples and ideas on how to ensure playground equipment, activities, and programs can be
inclusive. Chapter 16, Inclusive Camps and After-School Programs, focuses on youth-oriented
camps, including day and residential camps, and how to include children with disabilities.
Chapter 17, Inclusive Outdoor and Adventure Activities, provides in-depth best practices on how
to ensure people with disabilities can be included and access a wide array of outdoor recreation
opportunities. Chapter 18, Inclusive Arts, focuses on including people with varying abilities in a
range of art and culture activities, including dance, visual arts, music, museums, and theater.
Chapter 19, Inclusive Travel and Tourism, explores how people with disabilities can access the
same travel opportunities as all people. Chapter 20, Inclusive Special Events and Festivals,
examines how festivals, concerts, and other special events can be provided in an inclusive
manner. Chapter 21, Inclusive Volunteering, overviews ways that people with disabilities can be
included as volunteers, alongside their peers without disabilities, in leisure contexts. Chapter 22,
Inclusive Clubs and Organizations, provides practical ways that leaders can include people with
disabilities in clubs and leisure or civic-based organizations, such as Scouts, 4-H, Rotary,
church groups, service groups, and the like.This book primarily focuses on including people with
disabilities in the breadth of leisure services. However, the foundational knowledge, theories,
principles, and best practices can be applied across a range of human differences. Thus, we
end the book with chapter 23, Inclusive Recreation Beyond Disability, with a discussion of the
generalizability of the contents of this book to other marginalized groups and other pressing
social issues.Each chapter includes three unique features that highlight inclusion in action from
a strengths-based approach. One feature, Professionals in Action, focuses on a professional in
the field of parks, recreation, tourism, fitness, the arts, or sport who embodies the philosophy,



spirit, and practices of inclusion. The second feature, Spotlight on Inclusion, looks at an
organization that exemplifies best inclusion practices, highlighting the organization’s inclusion
initiatives, accomplishments, and future directions. The third feature, Global View on Inclusion,
highlights an organization located outside of the United States (or a U.S. agency with an
international scope) along with an overview of the agency’s inclusion best practices,
achievements, and future initiatives. All three features reflect the leisure focus of the chapter in
which they are located, thus informing the reader of a best inclusion practice being
accomplished in that context category.As a global society, we are increasingly appreciative of
the benefits of greater inclusion of people with disabilities to our communities. Leisure services
have led the way in creating a wide array of individual and universally designed adaptations to
include our community members with disabilities, adopting inclusion initiatives as best
professional practices, using person-first language as an indication of respect for the individual,
and preparing professionals to address the leisure needs of people with disabilities. Inclusive
leisure is here to stay. Thus, it is our intent that this book prepares future leisure professionals
and leaders to meet the inclusive leisure challenges within your organization and community.
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